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The danger of home invasion as a form of criminal assault is becoming more prevalent in various
parts of the world, often resulting in serious injury and death of the victims. Access to firearms
and proper training in the use thereof may be the difference between life and death when
seconds are ticking away and a response by law enforcement authorities often several minutes
or hours too late. As aggressive as the criminal community is in the planning and execution of
these heinous crimes, legislators are also aggressively limiting the access of their citizens to
firearms. Faced with creeping legislation banning many firearm types, the citizen with access to
a shotgun is in posession of a viable and powerful option to defend against the danger of home
invasion. This manual explains the proper use of a shotgun within the confines of one's dwelling
as a last resort. The manual investigates the use of a shotgun for home protection from the
novice's point of view, how the ordinary citizen can use the shotgun effectively, irrespective of
gender, age or size and with no prior law enforcement or military experience. It dispels myths
often associated with the shotgun and indicates how the user can develop a sound defensive
platform. Irrespective of whether the defender has access to a single shot shotgun, a double
barrel, a manual pump action or semi auto, the basic function and operation of all types are
discussed to allow the user to effectively use any shotgun that is legal to own and within budget.
The focus is on helping the user to develop appropriate skills to successfully defend against an
attack and that focus is much wider than the type of shotgun. The manual comprises twenty five
chapters that explain the shotgun, the ammunition it uses, how stopping power works,
psychological preparation and basic survival inside a building. Invasions are often planned to
use the military principles of surprise, speed and overwhelming force. The manual investigates
all the possible remedies a potential defender can employ to ensure survival of the defender and
loved ones. Principles such as accuracy and shot dispersion are detailed. Suggestions on how
to accessorize the shotgun are made. Innovative techniques to manage recoil are shared as well
as how to reload the gun fast with new ammunition. All the principles and fundamentals to
master are outlined to help the shotgun user to use the firearm fast and intuitively. Vital areas of
attackers to hit are explained. In the manual the analysis of your home layout is discussed to
help you to prepare for survival should you and your loved ones ever be attacked by lawless
home invaders. It provides a basis to understand the razor thin margin between life and death
and how the shotgun can help you to prevail. The use of the shotgun as impact weapon in dire
emergency is covered and a few principles regarding weapon retention as well. Basic
techniques to search for intruders are covered and principles of overcoming challenges by night
and darkness shared. The 12 Gauge Shotgun: The Beginners Manual for Home Protection
provides a wealth of knowledge that will save the lives of the innocent in case of a violent
encounter with home invaders.
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who may need extraordinary courage to prevail.Chapter 1The Need for
ProtectionINTRODUCTIONThank you very much for acquiring this manual. Hopefully it will
contribute positively to your home protection plan. As a rule, most people do not choose
violence, but it is an unfortunate fact of life that very often violence chooses them. There are
those evil-minded criminals in every society that will not hesitate to prey and abuse their fellow
human beings to satisfy their own needs. The rational person can minimise such risks by
following the sane advice of “do not go to stupid places with stupid people at stupid hours doing
stupid things”. Yet that advice does not totally remove the risk of a violent attack. Going about
your normal day’s tasks may bring you in contact with violent criminals who will happily kill, injure
or maim you for your money, phone, watch or car.At age 57 the pilot Chesley Sullenberger
successfully landed an Airbus A320 on the Hudson River in the USA after both the aircraft’s
engines had failed. Sullenberger, nicknamed “Sully”, was praised as a hero for this feat that
preserved all life on board. Sully afterwards remarked that extensive training, in conjunction with
his critical analysis of aircraft safety during his lifetime, were similar to small deposits
continuously made into a bank account. On the day of the crash he had made sufficient deposits
to facilitate a large withdrawal of skills that led to the saving of all life on board. Training to protect
yourself is the same concept. It is about making small deposits in case of an attack that may
never materialise, but if it does happen you will be able to protect the lives of yourself and all
those around you.The Home InvasionOne of the most-feared acts of violence is the attack on
people whilst they are in the supposed sanctity of their own homes. More and more criminals



choose to invade the ordinary person’s home with the objective to rob, pillage and rape.
Criminals will attack in packs and then terrorise their victims at leisure. Even if you survive such
an ordeal, your life will never be the same.Many precautions can be followed to minimise the risk
of such attacks to take place. But even those who take all precautions may find that predatory
humans may still be able to penetrate all the defences that reasonable people may employ. To
secure the person the issue of firearms for protection will sooner or later surface, firearms for
home protection.Innovation in the use of firearmsThe use of firearms by civilians for self defence
has been characterised by incredible improvements in terms of technology, awareness, speed of
employment and ergonomic efficiency over the last two decades. Civilian defensive firearm use
benefitted from enormous advances in firearm skills practised by members of military forces.
Military units worldwide are continuously building the knowledge base on survival by the
improved use of small arms at their disposal.In the civilian sphere the scientific study of deadly
force has been facilitated by the fact that many confrontations will be captured on surveillance
cameras. Research of criminal behaviour and critical analysis of defensive shootings continue to
contribute to an understanding of effective responses to stay alive during a violent
encounter.During recent years scientists have uncovered significant knowledge on how the
human body reacts when confronted by a lethal threat. This research discloses how the human
brain processes stimuli in a survival situation and how certain natural responses need to be
incorporated in the way a weapon is used to protect one’s life. This new body of knowledge
overturned some flawed principles and outdated beliefs on the use of firearms for defensive
purposes.In addition to the broad base of evidence-based research, many professionals
involved in training their students in the skill of firearms are continuously testing new
developments by the use of force-on-force training and analysis under controlled conditions.
During force-on-force training trainees using non-lethal ammunition can be pitted against each
other in a laboratory setting to study the dynamics of a defensive encounter. Force-on-force
analysis provides a realistic setting to study effective responses of humans in a life-or-death
situation. Restrictions on civilian firearm ownership: the shotgun as a viable alternativeAll of the
developments mentioned above improve the ability of civilians to survive violent encounters but
there is a major stumbling block in the use of these remedies. Civilian ownership of the means to
self protection is frowned upon in most countries of the world and globally there is a relentless
assault on the ability to own firearms for personal protection. The restriction of civilian access to
firearms is always a gradual legislative battle and firearms are cleverly targeted by type. In some
countries you are not allowed to own a semi-automatic rifle, in others you are not allowed to own
handguns. Of all the categories of firearms the shotgun remains one firearm category that
civilians in many countries and restrictive environments is still allowed to own.The 12 gauge
shotgun for protectionBy analysing developments in the defensive use of firearms, this manual is
intended to guide a private citizen in the use a 12 gauge shotgun in a deadly threat scenario. It
explores the shotgun from the point of view of a person with little exposure to firearms and/or
shotguns but seeking knowledge on the use of the shotgun to defend him/her and the lives of



loved ones. The intended audience is not action shooters, soldiers, law enforcement or the
tactically minded.Even though the shotgun has been in use for hundreds of years it has seen
rapid improvement as a result of technical and operational innovations that will be discussed in
this text. Many users view the shotgun as an evolving platform associated with continuous
improvements. Reports of such innovation are found in various sources and generally not
condensed in a format easily studied and without spending substantial time and resources to
obtain a working knowledge on the topic.A person intending to study the topic of shotgun use for
private defence may be subjected to a bewildering mass of data floating around on various
information platforms. Sources such as web pages and internet videos provide valuable
contributions to the body of knowledge. Subject matter experts on the shotgun often specialize
on specific issues surrounding the shotgun and share their knowledge, but such knowledge is
not disseminated widely, resulting on the shotgun remaining clouded in a cloak of mystery for
those who have not yet studied the topic intensively. This manual is an attempt to collect
knowledge from various sources and to knit it into a cohesive summary that may save lives.The
shotgun will probably be the last firearm type to be banned from private ownership as the
relentless march by governments, politicians, non-government organisations, celebrity
personalities and the media all work together in lockstep to deprive people of the means to
defend themselves.Shotguns are found the world over, from ancient double-barreled fowling
pieces to modern semi-automatic arms intended for land warfare. We will learn in this publication
that the private citizen in his or her effort to launch a defence against human predators, may use
a variety of launching platforms commonly referred to as “shotguns”. The launching platform is
less important than the understanding of the physics and tactics that can be employed by the
individual facing an unlawful assault on his or her person or against those that they care
about.ResponsibilityFirearms are potentially deadly when handled irresponsibly and without due
care. The user of a shotgun or bystanders may potentially be killed or seriously injured in case of
any negligence. The author, publishers or distributors of this manual can not be held liable for
any action or omission as a result of consulting this publication.About the authorI served in the
South African Defence Force in the Namibia/Angola conflict as a combat medic. That service
provided me with first-hand experience of the damage that all types of firearms and munitions of
war can do to the human body. From pistol wounds to traumatic amputations as a result of
landmines, I saw it all. I also learned that humans do not react the same when wounded, some
people can suffer terrible damage to their bodies and fight on.From about 1980 to the present I
have always been a student of the gun as a passionate hobby, though never as a professional
instructor, trainer or in law enforcement. My working life was rather in banking, finance and
business training. In my later years I started to look at the shotgun as a sound tool for home
protection as age erodes one’s reaction times as well as skills and using a pistol is not such an
attractive option it used to be.This manual is therefore written as a learner defender would view
the use of the shotgun for home protection. I tried to impart as much of the knowledge one will
encounter in books, websites and video platforms as I possibly could. I looked critically at all the



material available and tried to compile as much that is out there in this manual.Training and
continuous improvementThe defensive shooter should always consider attending instruction
classes offered by expert trainers and instructors. Today’s subject matter experts can help
novices to become a bigger threat to criminals than to themselves. Such experts help the
defender to perfect shooting techniques by analysis and correction.One should always strive to
learn and improve. Shooting skills are not only perishable but also develop and improve with
time. All of us who learned pistol shooting in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s had to unlearn old
techniques and adapt to more sophisticated ones. The soldier of today employs a rifle totally
different than the soldier of 40 years ago and precision shooters use radically different
techniques compared to a decade or two ago. The only technique that really stayed the same
during the past 40 years, in my humble opinion, is to keep the finger off the trigger until you are
ready to fire.The cornerstonesThis manual is divided into four main themes, namely:- the
weapon, which is the shotgun;- the ammunition used in the shotgun;- the psychological aspects
of self protection; and- elementary tactics to use within the confines of a building.Each of these
themes may be important to survive a violent encounter. Unfortunately defenders do not choose
the time, place and method of an attack. That is performed by the attacker or group of attackers
and any defender should see that as the challenge.Units of MeasurementsThis manual is
intended for readers in various countries. For this reason you will find references to metric and
some other units of measure.Spelling conventionThe spelling of words conforms to British and
not U.S. standards and use.What is a shotgunFirst, let us define what a shotgun is. Most
shotguns are designed to be a shoulder-stabilized firearm. The main contrast to a rifle is that the
shotgun initially had a smooth bore whereas a rifle has rifling inside the barrel to stabilise the
projectile being launched. Most shotguns can fire either a multitude of small spherical pellets
which we call shot, or a single projectile that we call a slug. The single projectile in the case of
the rifle or handgun is called a bullet. Today we find that some shotguns may have rifling, either
for the whole length of the barrel or just a section thereof.(FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: pellets of
shotgun shot, a shotgun slug, a pistol bullet and a rifle bullet)The first shotguns, powered by
black powder, were muzzleloaders. In the muzzleloader era the user basically dropped a
specified measure of black powder down the barrel, followed by some sort of wadding. Shot was
poured into the barrel next, followed by another type of wadding to prevent the shot from falling
out of the barrel. Some sort of ignition system was present, the most ancient a burning length of
rope called a match, to the most “modern” being a percussion cap. Pressing of the trigger
introduced the ignition source to the black powder. This mixture of charcoal and other
substances burned and created enough pressure inside the barrel to let all the pellets fly forward
with a loud accompanying “Boom”.Later on as technology developed, all the components such
as the ignition source, propellant, wadding and pellets were combined into one single container.
That single container is known as a shell or a cartridge. Now the user was able to load that
single cartridge or shell from the rear of a firearm instead of laboriously pouring the components
separately down into a tube. Speed, convenience and standard performance are obvious



advantages to the user.(From left to right: Hull; Propellant; Wad; Shot pellets; slug)The anatomy
of a shotshellA shotshell has to have the following components in order to function:- A case or
hull manufactured from paper, plastic, brass, aluminium or other material. This case will house
all the components.- A primer that will act as the spark plug to initiate the process after being
struck by the firing pin.- Propellant or powder is the high energy combustible material that is set
alight by the primer. Shotguns may use a very wide variety of different propellants that all differ in
terms of burn rate, temperature reached, pressure generated, muzzle flash etc.- Wad is usually
a plastic cup that is pressed into the case on top of the propellant. A plastic wad will contain the
shot. There are various designs of plastic wadding available. They are all different and are
designed for different purposes.- Wad can also be made from more traditional materials such as
cork, felt, cardboard, or others. Traditional wads will have a wad over the propellant and other
wads on top of the shot. Traditional wadding is used to this day for environmental reasons
because it is biodegradable. Hunters may be required to use traditional wadding where ingestion
of non-degradable plastic wadding by animals could take place.- Shot will be the round pellets
contained inside or on top of the wad. Shot may differ in size and all types of projectiles may be
loaded instead of shot.- Crimp is the manner in which the shell is closed. Shells manufactured in
mass will usually have folding crimps. The shell is folded close in six or eight petals. A roll crimp
will see a cardboard or plastic wad placed over the shot and part of the shell tubing will be rolled
down to clamp the shell contents in place.Civilian use of shotguns is primarily dedicated to
recreational purposes such as to hunt or to shoot aerial targets in a variety of sport disciplines
commonly referred to as “clay pigeon shooting”. At the start of the shotgun’s career hunters
discovered that the shotgun was ideal for shooting flying edible birds and hunting smaller land-
based animal species. Primarily for nutritional purposes, such hunting can also extend to
problem animal control.During the same historical period the shotgun also found a home in the
military forces of the time. At shorter ranges the shotgun was pressed into service to dispense of
enemies of the state, foreign or domestic. That use remains to this day as shotguns appear in
the arsenals of many military forces.Shotguns are also used by police forces and security
organisations around the world. That led to the development of specialised shotgun types
intended for such purposes. In some countries around the world civilians may also be allowed to
own shotguns of such designs. But, as stated before, the design of the launching platform is of
lesser importance to the civilian than to police, soldiers or security professionals. A civilian
willing to spend some time to study the shotgun may find that designs inferior for military, police
or security purposes may still be able to save lives when pressed into such use if some of the
more efficient design types are illegal to own.The shotgun compared to other firearmsThe
firearms available to a private citizen for self defence are handguns, rifles and shotguns. Each
one of those provides advantages and disadvantages to the user for defensive purposes.The
advantage of the handgun is its smaller size that is ideal for concealment and portability. There
are multiple options available in terms of the size, power and operating mechanisms. As will be
explained later, handguns are not necessarily powerful enough to stop attackers with one shot.



Handguns are for use at very short range, normally the distance between a defender and an
attacker that will characterise most civilian defensive encounters.Rifles for self defence are
usually semi-automatic and known under the collective umbrella of “modern sporting rifle”.
These firearms can be used at ranges up to 500 yards or metres or even further. These rifles use
box magazines that can be changed rapidly. At shorter ranges the rate of fire of these rifles
makes them the best option for protection of the family home. Modern designs such as the AR
15, AK 47 and other derivatives are easy to use by females or children. Unfortunately in many
jurisdictions governments do not view their subjects trustworthy enough to acquire such modern
weaponry for the individual’s own defence. The elite will quickly dish out firearms of this type to
serfs to defend the interests of said ruling elite in the face of a looming threat, but using the
firearm type for private defence is generally frowned upon.A good option for home protection is
the pistol calibre carbine. This type of carbine fires a pistol type of round but the weapons
platform is a scaled-down rifle. A pistol calibre carbine provides advantages such as ease of
handling, very low recoil and accuracy. Even very young children can use this type of carbine
very effectively.The shotgun is on a scale somewhere between the handgun and the rifle. It
features substantially more power than the handgun, in fact its power may be similar to, or in
some cases exceeding, that of the rifle. Though it does not have the reach of the rifle, a shotgun
with the correct specialised ammunition may also be used at extended distances beyond
conversational length. The shotgun lags behind the rifle in terms of ammunition capacity. A
shotgun also has recoil that is stouter than that of rifles and/or carbines for defensive
purposes.Requirements for successful employment of the shotgunIf a shotgun is to be pressed
into service for self defence one has to be prepared to do a bit of homework. The lethality of a
potentially destructive device may quickly spiral downwards into a useless piece of steel that
makes a lot of noise without delivering the required result if the instrument is not understood.
That required result is to effectively protect the physical well-being or life of a civilian
defender.Due to the fact that the shotgun operates at lower pressure levels than a rifle the
correct ammunition choice is vital in the successful employment of the shotgun. The civilian
defender has to know what the characteristics of available ammunition are and how to overcome
any inherent shortcomings of such ammunition. This manual treats the shotgun’s ammunition as
the real tool to achieve a successful defence and the shotgun as a launching platform. A single
shot shotgun with the right ammunition may be more effective than a semi-automatic shotgun
with a large magazine capacity but loaded with ineffective ammunition if one shot is all that you
will have.A major drawback of a shotgun is the recoil factor associated with it. A potentially
effective combination of the shotgun and its ammunition will vividly illustrate Newton’s notion that
“each action has a reaction”. Many novices fear the shotgun’s “kick”. One has to learn more
about the factors that cause this recoil and how the recoil can be tamed by paying attention to
changes to the shotgun itself, the ammunition used as well as employing the correct stance and
grip when firing the weapon.Shotguns are also handicapped by limited capacity. Most modern
handguns will have six to fifteen or more shots available before the firearm runs dry. A shotgun



may have a capacity as little as one or two available shots before the ammunition is depleted. It
is important for the civilian defender to learn how to get more ammunition into the shotgun as
quickly as possible.Though the shotgun may not be the ideal tool it is certainly a tool that can
work if used wisely. What the shotgun inherently lacks a determined individual can compensate
for by learning more about this firearm and how to use it effectively and efficiently. This manual is
all about that.Chapter 2Myths and MisconceptionsINTRODUCTIONThough the shotgun has
been a tool for more than a hundred years in some format, myths surrounding it are legendary. In
order to successfully use the shotgun as an effective tool, the prospective user needs to be wary
of the many fallacies that surround the scattergun. Some of the more popular myths are
discussed below.Myth One: You do not have to aimThis is a very popular misconception among
the uninformed. Some people are under the impression that a shooter merely needs to point the
shotgun in a general direction and pull the trigger. In terms of this myth a cloud of shotgun pellets
will obliterate any target in sight.Unfortunately the shotgun is not a hand grenade. Whilst the
shotgun does fire pellets that will start to expand as a pattern as the pellets or shot move away
from the shotgun, that pattern is still very densely packed at close distances. Whilst the pattern
depends on certain characteristics of the shotgun, for example the choke used, you may still
miss at close distances if aiming is not deliberate. For example, one may find that the pattern
may be something like 4 inch (about 10 centimetre) at 10 yard (about 9 metre). Shot pellets
straying off the intended target are in fact a concern in defensive encounters as those errant
pellets may hit innocent people.The following two pictures tell the story. The first shows the size
of the target relative to a normal sized door leading into a house. The door is protected by an
iron gate. This target is shown at about a six yard or six metre distance, the same distance a
defender will shoot at an attacker breaking down that door whilst the defender is behind cover.
Note the two big holes in the target, those were made by the wads inside each shell. The target
was shot at a shooting range and then brought home to verify the patterns at room distance.
(TARGET SHOWN ON DOOR)The following picture is one of the same target at close distance
to show the holes made by a South African manufactured SSG shell. The pattern at the top was
made with a full choke, the bottom one by a half choke. Both patterns can easily be covered by
one hand. It is quite evident from the two pictures that one has to aim to be accurate. It is not a
case of spray-and-pray. Note that the two large marks are aiming marks to test the speed of the
shooter to mount and shoot. The two large holes were made by wads. A shotshell is shown on
the target to compare the size of each pattern.At the distance shown a defender has to be very
accurate in terms of aiming. If the shotgun’s bead is two inches off the black aiming marks
shown, the pattern will miss the target completely. Bear in mind that with any firearm one has to
remember that accuracy is an angular function. Even small movements at the muzzle translates
into large deviations at the target. At ranges inside your house the aim still has to be spot on to
make sure that the desired point of impact is hit. One has to train until confident that an area the
size of your hand can be hit fast under any lighting condition.(CLOSE UP OF SAME
TARGET)So the idea that a defender can grab the shotgun with the stock clamped under the



armpit, close the eyes and pull the trigger to hit an attacker is simply not true. When a shotgun is
to be used for defence it is important to spend some thought on the aiming process. One has to
know exactly where the impact will be when aiming at a target various distances from the
shooter. One should also try and improve the sights on the shotgun, if at all possible, to make
sure they can be seen under different conditions of light.Fast and accurate aiming under any
condition of available light will provide a competitive edge to survive a deadly encounter when
using the shotgun as a defensive tool.Myth Two: You can hit multiple targets with one shotThis
myth accompanies the first one. Many people will spin improbable yarns about many targets
being hit with shotgun pellets from one shot fired. Whilst it is possible, it is also highly unlikely in
any self-defence scenario.Once again the defender can not simply point the shotgun in a
general direction, pull the trigger and expect a multitude of attackers to be mowed down. It does
not work that way, unfortunately. Yes, a stray pellet may indeed hit a target the shooter was not
aiming at, but it is far from a predictable event.Myth Three: One Shot SufficientThough the
shotgun is indeed a tool with enough stopping power to end a deadly encounter with one shot,
that should not be seen as an absolute. Various possibilities exist that may lead to an attacker
not stopped with a single shot fired. The defender’s aim may be misaligned; the attacker may
move milliseconds before the trigger is pulled and a multitude of other events may occur,
resulting in a shot that will not stop the unlawful attack on the defender’s person.When defending
one’s life using a shotgun to stop an unlawful attack, it is possible that an attacker is not stopped
after firing a single shot from a shotgun. The defender should be psychologically prepared for
such an event and know that it may be necessary to follow up by firing another shot, or
alternatively to take evasive action or any other life-saving response.Myth Three: Intimidation
FactorA myth that often circulates is built around the supposed intimidation factor that a person
wielding a shotgun can rely on in order to scare off a potential attack. People will often claim that
the huge hole at the end of the shotgun barrel will intimidate an attacker to quickly flee. Another
urban myth may try and convince everyone that sound, and not sight, will perform the trick. Just
rack the slide on a pump-action shotgun or fire a shot in the air, such myths propose, and any
attacker in the immediate vicinity will conveniently flee the scene of the intended crime.Visual or
auditory attempts at intimidation may be disastrous to the defender and should never be
considered as a primary strategy to end a potentially dangerous attack. Presenting the shotgun
as threat may embolden attackers to try and disarm the defender. Firing shots or racking guns
may potentially give away the defender’s position and if there are multiple attackers they will then
be alerted to converge on the defender. Auditory signals may also indicate to the attacker/s that
they are facing an armed defender and provide ample warning to criminals to bring their own
weaponry into a ready state.Any thought to intimidate attackers implies that a defender
underestimates his/her attackers. The incorrect assumption is that the criminal is a coward and
will easily flee when realising that deadly force may be employed by an opponent. That may not
necessarily be the case. Incorrect assumptions may cost you your life. Never ever assume that
an attacker will act in a predictable way.In case of deadly encounters, depending on applicable



laws, defenders are usually not required to fire warning shots. A first shot should always have the
goal of taking at least one attacker out of the equation. Until it is required to fire a shot, a
defender should do everything in his or her power to keep the position where he/she is shooting
from concealed to attackers and intruders. And if possible, after disabling an attacker the
defender should move to an alternative defensive position to be prepared for additional attackers
who may be on the scene.Myth Four: PowerWhilst the shotgun is a powerful weapon, attackers
are not launched airborne after being hit by a shotgun; neither do they conveniently disappear in
a cloud of pink mist. Such misconceptions may be the brainchild of creative movie makers but it
does not happen in real life. A defender should not expect a violent criminal to do a backwards
summersault flip if on the receiving end of a shotgun blast.Myth Five: Any ammunition will do the
trickVery often the uninformed will say that any type of ammunition in the shotgun will be able to
stop an attack. They will try and convince others that using the same shells or cartridges used to
shoot at aerial clay targets will be sufficient to stop attackers. In certain cases they may be
correct, in other cases not.If one plans to use the shotgun as defensive tool it is of extreme
importance to carefully consider the type of ammunition to be used for that purpose. One should
conduct a thorough risk analysis of where the shotgun could possibly be used for defensive
purposes and choose ammunition that will save lives if used in a deadly encounter. A person
living in a small apartment may have a vastly different risk profile than another person living on
rural property and these facts should be considered carefully when settling on defensive
ammunition.Myth Six: Only use non-lethal ammunitionShotguns can be used to fire a variety of
ammunition designed to be non-lethal. We are all familiar with the rubber bullets fired by law
enforcement to subdue rioters. Very often people will be under the impression that only non-
lethal ammunition should be kept at hand in case of an unlawful attack.Once again non-lethal
ammunition may or may not yield the desired results. An attacker may turn around and flee after
being hit by a rubber bullet. Or in a worst-case scenario pull a pistol from his belt and kill you.
Never depend on non-lethal ammunition to stop an attack.Another issue that may crop up with
non-lethal ammunition is that the shotgun owner may be tempted to shoot at an intruder who
does not pose a deadly threat, for example a person trespassing on property. The home owner’s
intention may be to only scare the trespasser, but even supposedly non-lethal ammunition may
seriously injure or kill another person. This in turn could lead to claims for damages or criminal
proceedings against the shooter. Non-lethal ammunition may have a place but careful
consideration should be given to selection and legal issues associated with non-lethal
ammunition.Chapter 3Shotgun TypesINTRODUCTIONThere are various types of shotguns with
different action types. The major parts of each main shotgun action type are discussed below.
No claim is made in terms of what will be the best shotgun for the individual person. The point of
departure is rather to use what is available and the type of shotgun an individual is legally
allowed to acquire.The options available to the individual may be very limited or alternatively a
bewildering possibility of choices. Legislation, for example, may prohibit some persons from
owning a semi-auto or pump-action shotgun. In some parts of the world premium quality guns



may be prohibitively expensive for most people. A person living in Australia, for example, may
have no other alternative than to buy a double-barrel shotgun. In some jurisdictions you may own
a semi-auto shotgun but not if that shotgun has a detachable magazine. In other jurisdictions
you may own a semi-auto shotgun but not one that has a folding or telescoping stock.Single
ShotA simple one shot shotgun with a break-open action may serve as a good foundation to
explore the different parts of a shotgun. A single shot shotgun requires you to actuate a lever to
open the action. Most single shot shotguns are break-action types.Characteristics of the single
shot break-open shotgunThis type of shotgun is usually very simple and rugged. Due to ease of
manufacture they are usually very affordable, unless it is a single barrel intended for specialised
sporting disciplines such as trap shooting.Single shots can easily be broken into smaller
components and thus easy to transport. This makes it easy to take this type of shotgun
anywhere. A single shot is very easy to operate. It is simple to load and unload and fire.The
single shot shotgun is a relatively safe gun to operate. Once one shot is fired further actions are
required before a following shot can be fired. With some single shot shotguns additional actions
need to be taken after the ammunition is loaded and before the shot is taken, such as cocking a
hammer.The most obvious disadvantage of the single shot is its limited ammunition capacity. It
will not be the first choice of someone that acquires a shotgun for self defence. But it can be
used for other purposes and if that is the only shotgun one can afford it can be a life saver.(A
SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN fitted with ATI stock and forend for defensive use)The double-barrel
shotgunThe double-barrel shotgun is another break-action type of shotgun. The double-barrel
shotgun is a favorite amongst hunters and clay target shooters.There are double-barrel
shotguns purpose-built for defensive purposes. An example of such is the Stoeger line of double-
barrel shotguns which are built with defensive goals in mind. Available in both over-under and
side-by-side configurations these shotguns may be available with ported barrels to reduce recoil
and designed to accommodate accessories such as weapons mounted lights.(STOEGER
DOUBLE BARREL defence shotgun as sold by Bud’s Gunshop in the USA)OTHER DOUBLE-
BARRELED shotguns that may perform well as self defence shotguns are shotguns labeled as
“coach guns”. These shotguns are primarily made for a sport called “Cowboy Action Shooting”
and are sometimes reproductions of 19th century firearms. Coach guns have short barrels and
some coach guns have external hammers, requiring the hammers to be cocked once the
ammunition has been chambered. A typical example is the Rossi shotgun. Advantage of the
coach gun with external hammers include the facts that the action opens very easily to chamber
ammunition and that the gun can be stored with ammunition in the chambers but with hammers
uncocked. As the hammers are cocked by hand the barrel does not have to swing through a
specific arc to cock internal hammers or strikers.Double barrels are either side by side type
(SxS) that is where the two barrels are placed next to each other, or over-under (O/U) types
where the barrels are placed on top of one another.Characteristics of the double-barrel break-
action shotgunThis type of shotgun is simple and rugged. Double shotguns are typically more
expensive than single barrels due to the fact that it is more difficult to join the two barrels in such



a way that the point of impact of each barrel will be to the point of aim. Doubles are widely
encountered and there is a wide range of doubles with pricing ranges from very cheap to
extremely expensive. A double is very easy to operate. It is simple to load and unload and
fire.The double shotgun is a relatively safe gun to operate. Many doubles automatically engage
the safety mechanism once the action is opened. Due to the fact that the gun does not rely on
the action to feed ammunition, the gun is very dependable. If the ammunition is reliable and the
gun in sound condition it will fire. A double is extremely versatile. It will fire any ammunition
intended for it and is not dependent on the ammunition to actuate any action. The shooter can
decide to load different ammunition in the shotgun, for example a slug in one chamber and
buckshot in the other. The decision which to use can be made in an instant. A double can also
fire two successive shots very quickly. The most obvious disadvantage of the double is its limited
ammunition capacity. It will not be the first choice of someone that acquires a shotgun for self
defence. But it can be used for other purposes and if that is the only shotgun available it can be a
life saver.The most critical issues in a life-or-death situation when using a double include the
following:- the shotgun’s action needs to be opened far enough to cock the internal hammers;-
the shotgun’s safety has to be disengaged prior to firing the gun; and- in case the gun is
equipped with external hammers the hammers have to be cocked.The Pump-Action
ShotgunThe pump-action shotgun is probably the action type used most frequently to defend
persons and property. The action type is also used in hunting and sport shooting. One will also
find that barrel lengths may differ vastly among various shotguns. Defensive shotguns will
typically have barrels of around 18 inches in length, whilst those used for hunting and clay target
shooting may have longer barrels.Traditionally this action type had magazines in the form of a
tubular magazine below the barrel where the ammunition is kept one shell behind the other.
Newer innovations have seen the ammunition kept in detachable box magazines that can
quickly be changed.Characteristics of the pump-action shotgunThis type of shotgun is simple
and rugged. There is a wide range of pump-action shotguns available, with prices from very
cheap to extremely expensive.Many makes of pump-action shotguns can be customised to
better suit the requirements of the owner. Accessories are available that can tailor this shotgun
type to particular requirements. The pump-action can also fire any type of ammunition intended
for it as there is no requirement that the ammunition has to operate the action.The pump-action
shotgun needs more training and careful introspection to operate it safely and effectively. A
pump-action requires good interaction between working the forend with the one hand and the
trigger with the other hand. A pump-action’s rate of fire depends on the user working the forend
backwards after shooting and at the same time releasing the trigger to allow the trigger to reset.
A user of the pump-action has to be very aware of the fact that the shotgun’s magazine needs to
be emptied or removed before any further actions to make the gun safe are initiated.In life-or-
death situations the user of the pump-action shotgun has to pay attention to the following:- The
safety has to be disengaged before the gun will fire.- The forend needs to be operated correctly;
it should not be short-stroked causing a malfunction.The semi-automatic shotgunSemi-



automatic shotguns are very popular where they are available to the general public. A semi-
automatic provides several advantages to the user. A major advantage is the rate of fire. Without
any further action on the part of the shooter, activating the trigger will fire a subsequent shot.
Successive shots can be fired very fast. A reliable semi-auto requires no exceptional skill from
the user to fire successive shots and that makes for a very good option for defense of one’s
home.Semi-auto shotguns can either use a gas system or be inertia operated. In the gas semi-
auto some of the gas propelling the payload is bled off to operate the gun’s action each time a
shot is fired. One advantage of gas systems is that they can accommodate a variety of different
shell types because the gas is relied on. Typically the gas system will be underneath the gun’s
forend.Semi-automatic shotguns of the gas operation type also provide the advantage of
absorbing recoil of the shotgun. As they use escaping gases from the fired shell to operate the
action, a substantial percentage of the recoil will be absorbed by the moving parts and the
shooter will experience a softer-shooting shotgun.The inertia type uses a spring arrangement
and utilizes the recoil generated by the fired shell to operate the action. Guns with inertia
systems can be made lighter and more streamlined. A disadvantage of this action type is that
they may be more ammunition sensitive and transfer more recoil to the shooter. The user of such
a shotgun needs to be very careful about putting accessories on the gun as these may impede
the reliable functioning of the shotgun. Inertia guns offer the advantage over gas guns in that
they accumulate less grime and dirt during operation, requiring less maintenance.As is the case
with pump actions a semi-auto shotgun also has a bolt inside the receiver to drive shells into the
chamber or to extract them. This bolt will be driven either by gas or recoil, dependent on the type
of semi-auto action.Traditionally the semi-auto, like the pump-action, had a tubular magazine
underneath the barrel. Box fed detachable magazines are becoming more prevalent, especially
as a result of influence from designs from the Russian Federation.(A SAIGA 12 SEMI-AUTO
shotgun with detachable box magazine)The semi-auto shotgun can be very effective if
dependable and the user skilled in its use. There is a wide range of semi-auto shotguns
available, with pricing from very cheap to extremely expensive.Many makes of semi-auto
shotguns can be customised to better suit the requirements of the owner. Accessories are
available that can tailor this shotgun type to particular requirements. Many semi-auto shotguns
are ammunition sensitive as the ammunition has to operate the action via the gas action.The
semi-auto shotgun needs slightly more training or thought to operate it safely. The user of the
semi-automatic action has to be very aware of the fact that the shotgun’s magazine needs to be
emptied or removed before any further actions to make the gun safe are initiated.In life-or-death
situations the user of the semi-auto shotgun has to pay attention to the following:- The safety has
to be disengaged before the gun will fire.- If it uses a detachable magazine that magazine has to
be seated properly to prevent malfunctions.- There is always the probability of a malfunction and
the user has to be skilled in clearing such malfunctions.Bullpup ShotgunBullpup shotguns are
shotguns of a specialised design. Though these shotguns may be either pump-action or semi-
auto shotguns, such shotguns are shorter in length. The shorter length as design feature is to



allow the shotgun to be used in confined spaces. A bullpup design houses the action of the
firearm behind the trigger. Typically a detachable magazine will be situated behind the pistol grip
but tubular magazines are also encountered.Apart from the unique aspects regarding the length
of the gun, the operation of the shotgun will be similar to the action it is bases on. A person able
to operate a semi-automatic shotgun, for example, will also be able to operate a bullpup design
without any difficulty or the need for additional intensive training. Pump-action bullpup designs
are sometimes more susceptible to feeding problems due to the fact that many users will not
work the forend correctly. Some users may also find it difficult to change magazines on this
design as the magazine housing is very close to the shooter. Proper training will prevent such
problems.A bullpup that is reliable may be a very good choice for home defence due to its very
short length. The short overall length makes it easier to maneuver with the gun and the balance
is also better when the shotgun has to be held with one hand. The bullpup design is also a very
good choice for shorter people as the design leads to better posture and balance. Some users
will point to the fact that extra care needs to be exercised to prevent the non-shooting hand not
straying in front of the barrel of a bullpup.(A PANZER BULLPUP SHOTGUN)Different parts of a
shotgunShotguns have certain parts and components that are common to all types of shotguns
whilst some parts may be found only on specific action types.BarrelThe barrel is the tube
through which the shot or slug will travel during launch from the shotgun as expanding gases
drive it from the chamber. For most shotguns the inside of the barrel will be smooth-walled, in
contrast to a rifle that has rifling to spin the projectile being fired. The inside of a barrel will often
be referred to as the bore. A smooth bore refers to the fact that a barrel does not have any rifling.
Some shotguns do have rifling and they are primarily intended to provide stability to a solid
projectile we call a slug.Various barrel lengths will be encountered, depending on the purpose of
the shotgun. Hunting shotguns will typically have a longer barrel whilst a “tactical”, “security” or
“defence” shotgun will have a shorter barrel. On many shotguns it is easy to exchange the barrel
on the shotgun for another totally different barrel type.Barrel leverOn break-action shotguns
there will be a lever that will allow the barrel to be accessed. When the lever is actuated the
barrel will break open from the receiver and that allows for a shell or cartridge being loaded into
the chamber of the barrel. On most actions this lever will be on the top of the gun although some
also have the lever on or close to the trigger guard.(BARREL LEVER ON A BREAK-action
shotgun. Usually this lever is situated near the safety lever)BeadA bead is a piece of metal or
other material at the end of the barrel. The bead is an aiming reference. If the gun is properly
mounted in the shoulder and the bead placed on the target the shot fired should be at or close to
the point of aim.(A DOUBLE- BARREL SHOTGUN showing barrels, muzzles, rib and the
bead)BoltThe bolt is a heavy piece of steel inside the receiver in a pump-action or semi-auto
shotgun. This bolt can move backwards and forwards and is moved by the shooter’s hand via
the forend of a pump-action gun or by the working of the semi-auto action. The front of the bolt
has the extractor/s attached to it. When the bolt is moved forwards it scoops the shell or
cartridge from the lifter or magazine follower and feeds it into the chamber.Cartridge stopsThese



will be encountered inside a shotgun with an integral tubular magazine. These are metal bars
inside the shotgun’s receiver that keep the shells inside the magazine. When shells are fed into
the tubular magazine the shells push back these stops and the tabs on the stops will then trap
shells between them and the magazine follower.Once the action is action is actuated these
metal bars will be pried apart, releasing a shell from the magazine to the lifter. These stops can
be depressed to allow the user to unload the shotgun.Semi-auto shotguns will also have
cartridge stops. On semi-autos the bolt release will usually be depressed to unload one shell
from the tubular magazine. Repeated depression of the bolt release will empty the
magazine.ChamberThe chamber is an integral part of the barrel. Its function is to support the
ammunition that is placed into the barrel to be fired. Upon inspection one will note that the
chamber part of any barrel will be sturdier than the rest of the barrel. The reason for that is that
the most pressure is to be absorbed by this part of the barrel to safely fire the ammunition.The
chamber is manufactured to take ammunition of a certain size in terms of diameter, length and
the pressure it can withstand. This is a critical issue for safety and will be discussed later in
greater depth. Sufficient to say a shooter need to be very careful about the ammunition he or she
feeds into this chamber.(THE CHAMBERS AND EXTRACTORS on a break-action shotgun)The
chamber is manufactured to take ammunition of a certain size in terms of diameter, length and
the pressure it can withstand. This is a critical issue for safety and will be discussed later on in
greater depth. A shooter needs to be very careful about the ammunition he or she feeds into this
chamber.When picking up an unknown double-barrel shotgun care needs to be taken in terms of
the ammunition used. One does encounter so-called “combination guns” where one of the
barrels will be chambered for a shotgun shell but the other chamber may be a rifled round. For
example, one may encounter a double where one of the barrels is a 12 gauge but the other
barrel is for the .223 Remington. In such a chambering, for example, one must be careful not to
load a 20 gauge shell into the shotgun chamber or a 5.56 NATO round into the rifle chamber
should the gun not be able to withstand the pressure.On pump-action and semi-auto shotguns
the chamber will not be as easily visible as on single shot or double-barrel shotguns. One has to
peep through the slot milled in the side of the receiver to catch a glimpse of it. As is in the case
of the other types of the shotgun the chamber is where the shell will be when it fires.
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Dwaine Robertson, “Solid, basic stuff. Shotguns are good weapons for those who know how to
use them. This will help if you need it, but it's a recommend even if you think you don't. Civilized
society is not what it used to be.”

TriSunder, “Well written, great info. This is well researched and well written book. It provides
great info for new shotgun owners and a great refresher for those with training.”

K.Caulkins, “Information. Lots of information. Great for instruction.”

Karen Pearson, “Protecting your family during a home invasion. Quick, easy and interesting
read. Well documented with a good balance between hardware and techniques. Focused on
training for current day threats.”
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